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Key Points: 17 
• In discrete brine pockets, our observations show decreased bubble volumes during 18 
cooling, and increased bubble volumes during warming. 19 
• Changes of bubble volume are the physical manifestation of changes in the pressure 20 
regime within discrete brine inclusions as a function of temperature. 21 
• Freezing pressure builds up in cooled brine inclusions when they evolve as closed 22 
systems. This process results in bubble compression. 23 
• These considerations suggest that the use of Henry’s Law at constant atmospheric 24 
pressure is inadequate to describe the aqueous-gaseous equilibrium in discrete brine 25 
inclusions in sea ice. 26 
  27 
  28 
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Abstract 29 
Sea ice in part controls surface water properties and the ocean-atmosphere exchange of 30 
greenhouse gases at high latitudes. In sea ice gas exists dissolved in brine and as air bubbles 31 
contained in liquid brine inclusions, or as bubbles trapped directly within the ice matrix. Current 32 
research on gas dynamics within the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere interface has been based on the 33 
premise that brine with dissolved air becomes supersaturated with respect to the atmosphere 34 
during ice growth. Based on Henry’s Law, gas bubbles within brine should grow when brine 35 
reaches saturation during cooling, given that the total partial pressure of atmospheric gases is 36 
above the implicit pressure in brine of 1 atm. Using high-resolution light microscopy time series 37 
imagery of gas bubble evolution inside discrete brine pockets, we observed bubbles shrinking 38 
during cooling events in response to the development of freezing pressure above 3 atm. During 39 
warming of discrete brine pockets, existing bubbles expand and new bubbles nucleate in 40 
response to depressurization. Pressure variation within these inclusions has direct impacts on 41 
aqueous-gaseous equilibrium, indicating that Henry's Law at a constant pressure of 1 atm is 42 
inadequate to assess the partitioning between dissolved and gaseous fractions of gas in sea ice. 43 
This new evidence of pressure build-up in discrete brine inclusions controlling the solubility of 44 
gas and nucleation of bubbles in these inclusions has the potential to affect the transport 45 
pathways of air bubbles and dissolved gases within sea ice-ocean-atmosphere interface and 46 
modifies brine biochemical properties.  47 
1 Introduction 48 
Sea ice is a multi-phase system formed by the freezing of seawater, which consists of ice, 49 
salt precipitates, liquid brine, and air bubbles (WMO, 1970). Gas exists within sea ice in the 50 
dissolved state in brine and/or in the gas phase as air bubbles (Cox & Weeks, 1983; Crabeck et 51 
al., 2016; Light et al., 2003; Killawee et al., 1998; Tison et al., 2002). Discrete brine pockets are 52 
in thermodynamic equilibrium with the ice matrix whose temperature controls the brine volume 53 
(VBr) and the chemical concentration of dissolved salts (SBr) and gases in brine (CBr) (Assur, 54 
1960; Cox & Weeks, 1983; Notz & Worster, 2009).  Under cooling conditions, brine pockets 55 
shrink by freezing water (H2O(L)) out of brine onto the walls of the pocket, until that pockets’ 56 
increased internal salinity lowers the freezing point of the remaining enclosed brine to the in situ 57 
temperature (Assur, 1960) (Fig.1a).  58 
Gas distribution in sea ice depends on: (i) initial gas entrapment at the ice-seawater and 59 
ice-atmosphere interfaces; (ii) differential vertical brine (including its dissolved gas) and gas 60 
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bubble transport within sea ice and across the ice-atmosphere and ice-seawater interfaces, and  61 
(iii) potential phase changes in brine pockets via gas exchange between the aqueous (dissolved) 62 
and gaseous (bubble) phases in order to maintain air-brine equilibrium during temperature 63 
changes (Crabeck et al., 2014a; Tsurikov, 1979; Zhou et al., 2013). The aqueous–gaseous phase 64 
transition is a function of the gas solubility that describes the amount of dissolved gas in 65 
thermodynamic equilibrium with the gas phase at atmospheric pressure (1 atm) as a function of 66 
temperature (T) and salinity (S) of the solution. This thermodynamic equilibrium is described by 67 
Henry’s solubility coefficient (KH(T,S)) in mol L-1 atm-1) and gives the saturation concentration of 68 
gas in a liquid:  69 
CBr Sat = P × KH(T,S)                                               Eq.1 70 
where CBr Sat (mol L-1) is the concentration of the gas dissolved in the solution in equilibrium 71 
with the pressure (P) of the gas just above the solution (atm). The dependency of KH on 72 
temperature and salinity is described for O2 in Garcia and Gordon (1992), and for N2 and Ar in 73 
Hamme and Emmerson (2004) in the range of -2<t<40°C; 0< S<40‰. Zhou et al. (2013) showed 74 
that these relationships remain valid for the ranges of temperature and salinity found in sea ice. 75 
While decreasing temperature increases the solubility coefficient (KH(T,S)) promoting the 76 
dissolution of gases in brine (“in-gassing”), increasing salinity lowers the solubility coefficient 77 
(KH (T,S)) and causes outgassing of dissolved gases. The net effect of these opposing processes in 78 
cooling brines is a net decrease of gas solubility (KH(T,S)) due to the strong increase of brine 79 
salinity (salinity effect) (Fig. 1b and Fig. 2a). The thermodynamic capacity of a discrete brine 80 
pocket for dissolved gases (Fig.1c) can be described as the number of moles of gas (NBr sat = NO2 81 
sat+NN2 sat+NAr sat= Nair sat) that can be dissolved in a given brine volume (VBr) in L at in situ 82 
temperature and brine salinity assuming Henry’s equilibrium at 1 atm (P) as in Eq.2:  83 
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𝑁"#	%&'	 = [𝐾+ ,,% &.#	×	𝑃]𝑉"#               Eq.2 84 
 85 
According to equation 2, the ability of brine for dissolved gases decreases drastically during 86 
cooling because both solubility KH(T,S) and the solvent volume (VBr) decrease with decreasing 87 
temperature and act in concert to favor out-gassing (Fig. 1b,c and Fig. 2a). Conversely, the 88 
thermodynamic capacity of a discrete brine pocket for dissolved gases (Fig. 1b,c) increases 89 
during warming (Eq.2, Fig. 1b,c and Fig. 2b).  90 
While the thermodynamic capacity of brine for dissolved gases decreases during cooling, 91 
the actual (observed) gas concentration (CBr) of a closed brine pocket increases with decreasing 92 
temperature. Under cooling conditions, brine pockets shrink and as a result their dissolved gas 93 
concentration increases (CBr=Nbr/VBr); this is the so-called brine concentration effect (Fig. 2a). 94 
Therefore, during cooling, the increase of dissolved gas concentration (CBr) (Fig. 2a) combined 95 
with the out-gassing effect of the decreased thermodynamic capacity of the brine for dissolved 96 
gases (CBr sat) promotes air supersaturation in discrete brine pockets with respect to atmospheric 97 
equilibrium (i.e. 1 atm) (Fig. 2a) (Crabeck et al., 2014a, b; Moreau et al., 2014; Tison et al., 98 
2017; Zhou et al., 2013). Conversely, under warming conditions, pure ice (H2O(s)) melts along 99 
the walls of discrete brine inclusions, increasing the volume of the pocket and diluting the 100 
internal chemical concentration of the brine solution (the dilution effect) (Fig. 2b). While the 101 
ability of brine for dissolved gases (CBr sat) increases during warming, the observed dissolved gas 102 
concentration (CBr) in the brine decreases with the input of freshwater from melting pocket walls 103 
(Fig. 2b). In this way it has been assumed that discrete brine pockets previously supersaturated 104 
during winter cooling evolve toward their respective equilibrium solubility in spring and summer 105 
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as they warm (Crabeck et al., 2014a, b; Moreau et al., 2014; Tison et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 106 
2013). 107 
In the absence of analytical methods to assess the partitioning of gases between dissolved 108 
and gaseous forms in sea ice brine, the saturation state described by equation 3 is commonly 109 
used as proxy to estimate the air volume fraction in sea ice (Crabeck et al., 2014a, b, 2016; 110 
Moreau et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2013).  111 
Sat = CBr /CBr Sat                           Eq.3 112 
where CBr, (mol L-1) is the observed gas concentration in brine and CBr Sat (mol L-1) is the 113 
expected gas solubility concentration in brine assuming equilibrium with the atmosphere (1 atm 114 
pressure). Since brine becomes increasingly supersaturated (i.e. salinity effect and concentration 115 
effect) with respect to atmospheric equilibrium as temperatures decrease (Fig. 2a), recent work 116 
(Crabeck et al., 2014a, b, 2016; Kotovitch et al., 2016; Moreau et al., 2014; Tison et al., 2002, 117 
2017; Zhou et al., 2013) assumed that the air volume fraction would increase during ice growth 118 
because the brine solution would out-gas and bubbles would begin to potentially nucleate and 119 
grow within discrete brine pockets. In contrast, they predict decreased air volume fraction as the 120 
ice warms during sea ice melt because the ability of brine for dissolved gas increases (“in-121 
gassing effect”) due to the dilution effect (Fig. 2b).  122 
However, some evidence to the contrary of these exists in the literature which we draw 123 
attention to now and for consideration in future. Light et al. (2003) reported that cooling (-2°C to 124 
-25°C) sea ice caused air inclusions to shrink in size, including the disappearance of the smallest 125 
bubbles, while warming (-25°C to -2°C) sea ice increased the size of existing air inclusions. 126 
Further, Crabeck et al. (2016) showed that the air volume fraction in sea ice does not increase 127 
linearly with the saturation state calculated from in situ temperature and salinity at standard 128 
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pressure conditions, and suggested that bubble nucleation should be limited by the brine pocket 129 
size.  These studies indicate that the assumption of Henry’s Law equilibrium computed for in situ 130 
temperature and salinity assuming standard atmospheric pressure in discrete brine pockets in sea 131 
ice may not be appropriate. To improve our understanding of the aqueous-gaseous equilibrium 132 
within discrete brine pockets, we designed an experiment to obtain high-resolution imagery of 133 
bubbles inside brine inclusions under a range of typical in situ temperatures. We present visual 134 
evidence of freezing pressure in discrete brine inclusions that indicates Henry’s Law at a 135 
constant atmospheric pressure of 1 atm is inadequate to assess the partitioning of gas between the 136 
dissolved and gaseous fraction in sea ice.  137 
2 Materials and Methods 138 
Ice cores were extracted from land fast sea ice in Young Sound, near Daneborg in NE 139 
Greenland in May 2014. The ice was 1.15 m to 1.35 m thick with bottom temperatures near the 140 
seawater freezing point decreasing linearly to -4.5°C at the ice surface. Bulk ice salinity profiles 141 
were measured in the melt of 10-cm vertical sections using a portable conductivity (S/cm) and 142 
temperature (°C) probe (Orion 3 Star, Thermo Scientific) and converting these measurements to 143 
practical salinity after Fofonoff and Millard (1983). These profiles were C-shaped with salinity 144 
ranging from 7–9 close the ice-atmosphere interface, 3–5 in the interior, and about 10 near the 145 
bottom. After extraction, the ice was immediately transported to the Daneborg station where it 146 
was stored in chest freezers < -20°C.  It was shipped in frozen containers to the University of 147 
Manitoba at the end of the field campaign and stored in the dark in a freezer at -30°C. Ex-situ 148 
analysis of samples after storage at low temperatures is an established protocol since there is no 149 
method that preserves the in situ sea ice temperature gradient after extraction. 150 
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 Columnar sea ice samples analyzed here were taken from the inner part of each core from 151 
a depth of 70–80 cm to avoid bias due to potential brine movement during sampling or storage. 152 
These samples displayed enclosed and isolated brine inclusions with typical morphology upon 153 
retrieval from storage. Small subsamples of 5 × 5 × 5 mm were placed in a cooling stage 154 
(Linkam THMS600, accuracy ±0.1°C for temperatures between -100°C and +25°C) attached to a 155 
Leica DM2500 light microscope. Brine inclusions containing air bubbles were then observed 156 
over a -1°C to - 22°C temperature range in transmitted light using 5×, 10×, 20× and 50× 157 
magnification. We limited the temperature range to >-22°C to avoid salt precipitation in 158 
inclusions (the eutectic point of hydrohalite is -21.79°C, Assur (1960)). Photos were recorded 159 
with a Leica DFC295 digital camera, which produced 2048 × 1536 pixel images with a pixel size 160 
of 1.2 × 1.2 µm (5× magnification), 0.6 × 0.6 µm (10×), 0.3 × 0.3 µm (20×) and 0.12 x 0.12 161 
µm (50× magnification). The observed change of brine volume with temperature followed the 162 
one predicted by the freezing equilibrium relationship (Cox & Weeks, 1983) (r2=0.92, P>0.01), 163 
so we conclude that these experiments were carried out at thermodynamic equilibrium. Image 164 
analyses conducted to quantitatively measure morphometric characteristics of air bubbles and 165 
brine inclusions were performed using ImageJ software.  166 
 Since the circularity (minor diameter/major diameter) of the bubbles observed was above 167 
0.8, we assumed that air bubbles were fully spherical, computing their volume using VBu = 168 
4/3πr3. Discrete brine inclusions are typically elongated in the vertical direction, generally 169 
tubular in shape (Light et al., 2003; Golden et al., 2007; Perovich and Gow, 1996; Weissenberger 170 
et al., 1992). We therefore approximated them with cylindrical ellipsoids and computed their 171 
cylindrical volume (VBr = πHr2) where H is the length of the inclusion (major diameter) and r the 172 
radius (½ × minor diameter) of the inclusion. The image derived brine volume was compared to 173 
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brine volume calculated using the equations of Cox and Weeks (1983) with the experimental 174 
temperature and bulk ice salinity from the cores at each temperature considered. The salinity 175 
dependent equation for the freezing point of seawater at 1 atm total pressure in Notz and Worster 176 
(2009) was used here to estimate brine salinity (SBr) from the experimental temperature assuming 177 
ice-brine equilibrium.  178 
3 Results 179 
3.1 Cooling experiments 180 
Morphological changes to discrete brine inclusions were observed as they were cooled 181 
from -0.8°C to -21°C (Fig. 3a-c), -5°C to -11°C (Fig. 4a-c) and from -15°C to -21°C (Fig. 5a-b) 182 
(Table 1). During cooling sequences, the bubble and brine volumes decreased simultaneously 183 
suggesting that the change of bubble volume is temperature dependent as is the change in brine 184 
volume (Fig. 3b, Fig. 4b). During the cooling sequence shown in Fig. 3a (experiment 1), the 185 
bubble volume was reduced by more than 98%, and the volume of the brine inclusion was 186 
reduced by 96% (Fig. 3b). The change of bubble volume followed exactly the change in brine 187 
volume (1:1 relationship) until -15°C where we observed deviation from the 1:1 relationship 188 
(Fig. 3c). During the cooling sequence shown in Fig. 4a (experiment 2), the evolution of bubble 189 
and brine volumes were highly correlated, though the change of bubble volume deviated from 190 
the 1:1 relationship below -9°C and displayed a higher slope than the 1:1 slope (Fig. 4c). The 191 
brine volume was slowly reduced by 62% (Fig. 4b) while the bubble shrunk abruptly in size until 192 
it disappeared at -11°C (Fig. 4a). Similarly, during the cooling sequence shown in Fig. 5 193 
(experiments 3 and 4), we observed the reduction in size of two bubbles until they fully 194 
collapsed at -20°C and -21°C, respectively. These deviations from the 1:1 relationship between 195 
brine and bubble volume suggest the occurrence of processes acting solely on the bubble 196 
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volume. These processes are powerful enough to homogenize the liquid-air assemblage within 197 
discrete brine pockets into a liquid-only phase. Since the two brine inclusions from experiment 3 198 
and 4 (Fig. 5a) are irregularly shaped, we did not derive the brine volume from the image. 199 
Instead we computed the expected change of brine volume using the equations from Cox and 200 
Weeks (1983) (Fig. 5b). 201 
3.2 Warming experiments  202 
During each warming experiment from -21°C to -7°C (Fig. 6a-c, experiment 5), -4°C to -203 
1°C (Fig. 7a-c, experiment 6) and from -21°C to -5°C (Fig. 8a-e, experiments 7-8) both the 204 
bubbles and brine inclusions expanded simultaneously. For experiment 5, the change in bubble 205 
volume with temperature (Table 1, Fig. 6a-c) was slightly weaker than the change in brine 206 
volume (Fig. 6c) and deviated from the 1:1 relationship. The deviation is maximal in the middle 207 
of the temperature range (Fig. 6c).  In experiment 6 (Table 1, Fig. 7a-c) below -2.5°C, the change 208 
in bubble volume followed the change in brine volume in response to temperature (Fig. 7c) while 209 
above -2.5°C the bubble volume change was smaller than the change in brine volume, deviating 210 
from 1:1 relationship (Fig. 7c). Finally, in the warming experiments 7 and 8 in Table 1 (-21°C to 211 
-5°C, Fig. 8a-e) two bubbles nucleated within discrete brine pockets close to -5°C (Fig. 8b is a 212 
time series subset at -5°C of the rightmost two images in Fig. 8a). Experiments 7 and 8 started 213 
with a homogeneous brine liquid devoid of bubbles at -21°C, we observed brine expansion 214 
without any nucleation until -5°C (Fig. 8a). At -5°C, the upper bubble nucleated first at 0.5s after 215 
the last image of brine with no bubble and the lower bubble nucleated after 3.7s (Fig. 8b). Once 216 
formed, the bubble volume increased rapidly until it reached a plateau of constant volume. The 217 
upper bubble grew by 230% between t=0.5s and t=4.8s (∆VBr = 122% in the same time-lapse), 218 
and the lower one by 214% between t=3.7s and t= 4.8s (∆VBr = 136% in the same time-lapse).  219 
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4 Discussion  220 
In order to simulate gas distribution within sea ice, and extend those simulations to gas 221 
flux estimates between the ocean and the atmosphere in the presence of sea ice, previous studies 222 
(Crabeck et al., 2014a, b, 2016; Moreau et al., 2014; Tison et al., 2002, 2017; Zhou et al., 2013) 223 
applied Henry’s Law to aqueous-gaseous equilibrium in brine inclusions, assuming standard 224 
atmospheric pressure. These studies predicted that the amount of gas residing in bubbles should 225 
increase during cooling as the thermodynamic capacity of brine for dissolved gases decreases 226 
(Fig. 1 and 2). 227 
 Our results show that despite predicted out-gassing behavior during cooling events, air 228 
bubble volumes decreased, and bubbles were in some cases driven back into solution within the 229 
liquid brine. During warming events despite the increase thermodynamic capacity of brine for 230 
dissolved gases predicting a decrease in air volume fraction (dilution effect, e.g. Fig. 1 and 2), 231 
our observations indicate that existing bubbles expanded and new bubbles nucleated. These 232 
visual observations suggest that Henry’s Law (as in Eq. 1 and 2) at standard pressure conditions 233 
(i.e. at 1 atm) should no longer be used to predict the aqueous-gaseous equilibrium in discrete 234 
brine pockets in sea ice because (i) it is only valid for a flat infinite interface between the gaseous 235 
and aqueous phases and (ii) it implies constant standard atmospheric pressure condition (1 atm) 236 
within sea ice brine inclusions. What follows is a discussion of additional processes that should 237 
also be accounted for when addressing gas partitioning in sea ice. 238 
4.1 The effect of surface tension  239 
 First, the spherical nature of air bubble surfaces in brine inclusions create capillary effects 240 
linked to the surface tension (γ, N m-1) of the liquid, unaccounted for by Henry’s Law. Surface 241 
tension increases the internal pressure of the bubble by an amount equal to the Laplace pressure, 242 
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which is the pressure difference between the inside and the outside of a curved surface at a gas-243 
liquid interface (Butt et al., 2004): 244 
𝑃"3 − 𝑃567	 	= 	
2𝛾
𝑟	     => 𝑃"3 	= 𝑃567	 + 	
2𝛾
𝑟                            Eq. 4 245 
Where Psol is the partial pressure of gas in solution (atm) and PBu is the partial pressure of gas in 246 
the bubble (atm), and r is the radius (m) of the bubble considered as perfectly spherical (Mercury 247 
et al., 2003, 2004). Henry’s Law therefore needs to be adapted for surface tension effects as: 248 
𝐶"#	5&' ∗	= 	𝐾+(,,%)	× [Psol+(
2𝛾
𝑟)]                                       Eq. 5 249 
According to Sharqawy et al. (2010), the surface tension of water is a function of temperature 250 
and salinity:  251 
𝛾(,,%) = 75.59 − 0.13476	𝑇 + 0.021352	𝑆 − 0.00029529	𝑆𝑇	         Eq. 6 252 
Where 𝛾(,,%) is the surface tension (mN m-1) of water, T is the temperature in °C 253 
(15 ≤ T ≤ 35 °C), S is salinity g Kg-1 (10 ≤ S ≤ 35 g kg-1). We extrapolated this relationship to 254 
subzero temperatures and to salinity above 35 g kg-1.  The surface tension of liquid brine 255 
increases by 15% between 0 and -25°C (Fig. 9a). While cooling causes a moderate increase in 256 
surface tension of brine (Fig. 9a), it is the much stronger decrease of bubble radius (900% 257 
decrease across the observed range of bubble radii, Fig. 9b) that drives the increase of Laplace 258 
pressure in Eq. 4. This clearly reduces the impact of the extrapolation of  𝛾(,,%) at low 259 
temperatures and high salinities in Figure 9a. Based on the Laplace relationship (Eq. 4) the 260 
internal pressure of our observed bubbles increased by 0.1 to 1.4 atm with decreasing 261 
temperature (Fig. 10a).  This pressure increase with decreasing temperature will result in more 262 
gas dissolving in the brine but the pressure increase is insufficient to counter balance the 263 
decreased solubility due to increased salinity, so overall the amount of gas that can be dissolved 264 
in brine still decreases with decreasing temperature (Fig. 10b). Since the system (discrete brine 265 
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pocket and the bubble therein) is closed, the total number of moles (𝑁'	)	of its gas (air = 266 
O2+N2+Ar) in the system is constant and is composed of the sum of the moles of gas residing in 267 
the bubble (𝑁"3) and in the brine (𝑁"#	5&'); (𝑁"#	5&' + 𝑁"3 = 𝑁'). Since we know the 268 
temperature (T), the initial bubble pressure (PBu considering Psol = 1 atm) using the Laplace 269 
relationship (Eq. 4) and the initial volume of the bubble (image derived; 	𝑉"3 in L), the initial 270 
𝑁"3 can be calculated using the Ideal Gas Law (Eq. 7). Henry’s Law (Eq. 8) can then be used to 271 




   Eq. 7 273 
𝑁"#	5&' = 𝐾+ ,,% &.#	×	𝑃"3 𝑉"#   Eq. 8  274 
Where R = 0.0821 mol atm-1 L-1 and T is in Kelvin. For a closed brine pocket system in 275 
thermodynamic equilibrium with the surrounding ice, Eq. 8 allows us to quantify the effect of 276 
decreasing temperature, which increases brine salinity and decreases brine volume, forcing 277 
dissolved gas out of solution from the brine (i.e. out-gassing). It also allows tracking of the 278 
number of moles of gas dissolved in the brine for different pressure conditions (atmospheric and 279 
Laplace-derived relationship) at each experimental temperature. While the increase in pressure 280 
due to the Laplace relationship allows for more gas to be dissolved in the brine compared to 281 
constant atmospheric pressure conditions (Fig. 10b), the number of moles of gas in the associated 282 
bubble should still increase with decreasing temperature due to the degassing of dissolved gases 283 
from brine (Fig. 10c) as predicted by past studies (Tison et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2013; Crabeck 284 
et al., 2014a,b; Moreau et al., 2014; Crabeck et al., 2016; Tison et al., 2017). So, although the 285 
effect of Laplace pressure should be taken into account when describing the gaseous-aqueous 286 
equilibrium in sea ice brine, it cannot explain why bubbles observed here and in Light et al. 287 
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(2003) shrink in size and why in some cases they are forced back into the solution during cooling 288 
and appear during warming.   289 
4.2 Mechanical compression during cooling  290 
  Consider a simple experiment, where a container full with a fixed volume of water is 291 
completely frozen, creating an increase in volume of ~10% due to the decrease in density 292 
between liquid and solid water.  This increase in volume produces pressure on the inside of the 293 
container once frozen, and so something has to change to account for that pressure, and often the 294 
container will round outwards, increasing to the new required volume. If it does not increase in 295 
volume, then the pressure within the container is increased. 296 
 Since the change of bubble volume is highly correlated with the change of brine volume, 297 
there exists a temperature-dependent process that links the reduction of bubble volume to the 298 
reduction of the brine volume. We hypothesize that a decrease in bubble volume due to a 299 
decrease in temperature in a closed brine pocket system results from mechanical compression. 300 
The freezing pressure associated with the incremental change of H2O(l) to H2O(s) from brine as 301 
the temperature decrease compresses the contained bubble rather than fracturing the walls of the 302 
brine pocket.  303 
According to the Ideal Gas Law, mechanical contraction produces an increase of bubble 304 
inner pressure (P in atm) inversely proportional to change of volume (V in L) with decreasing 305 




                                 Eq.9 307 
Where R = 0.0821 in atm L mol-1 K-1 and T is the temperature in Kelvin. As an example in 308 
experiment 1 (Table 1 and Fig. 3), the bubble volume was reduced from 20000µm3 to 300 µm3 as 309 
the temperature decreased from -0.8 to -21°C, which would have increased the pressure within 310 
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the bubble from 1.1 atm to 67 atm assuming the number of moles of gas in the bubble (NBu) 311 
remained constant (Eq. 9). Because changes in pressure modify the aqueous-gaseous-equilibrium 312 
(Eq. 8) in a brine pocket, the number of moles of gas in the brine and in the bubble will be 313 
redistributed between the brine and the air bubble until a final, steady-state brine-bubble 314 
equilibrium is achieved (Eq. 8 & 9).  It is possible to establish the steady state bubble pressure 315 
and brine-bubble composition at each temperature with a numerical iteration assuming a closed 316 
equilibrium system (𝑁"#	5&' + 𝑁"3 = 𝑁') (Table 1. Supp.Mat.). The two constitutive equations 317 
are the Ideal Gas Law relating bubble volume and bubble pressure to bubble composition (NBu) 318 
(Eq. 9), and Henry’s Law linking the bubble pressure with the composition of the brine at 319 
saturation (NBr sat) (Eq. 8) (Table 1 of Supp. Mat.). The total number of moles in the system is 320 
established at the initial temperature of each sequence using Eq. 7 & 8 where PBu is derived from 321 
the Laplace relationship and at each successive temperature NBr sat is computed using Eq. 8. First, 322 
we applied Eq. 9 to investigate the effect of bubble volume decrease on the bubble pressure. 323 
Secondly, because increased pressure in the discrete pocket increases the ability of brine for 324 
dissolved gases (Eq. 8), a fraction of the gas residing in the bubble must go into solution in the 325 
brine, reducing NBu for a given volume and temperature. Therefore, to quantify the fraction of 326 
gas transferred from the bubble to the brine solution, we recalculated NBr sat (Eq. 8) using the 327 
pressure from Eq. 9. Since the bubble has lost some of its content to the brine solution, the 328 
lowered NBu promotes a slight decrease of pressure in the bubble in Eq. 9, which in return 329 
modifies the ability of brine to hold dissolved gases therefore adjusting NBr sat and NBu for a given 330 
volume and temperature. This numerical iteration results in converging PBu, NBu and NBr sat 331 
describing the new steady-state brine-bubble equilibrium for a given volume and temperature of 332 
inclusions (Table 1 of Suppl. Mat.). At low temperatures and high pressures, gas behavior tends 333 
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to deviate from the Ideal Gas Law. For the range of temperatures and pressures observed in this 334 
study, the non-ideal gas behavior was estimated with the Van der Waals equation and results 335 
showed deviation from ideal gas behavior under 5% on average to a maximum of 10%, so we 336 
reasonably assume that gases followed the Ideal Gas Law (Fig.1 of Suppl. Mat) under our 337 
experimental conditions. 338 
The results of this numerical iteration are summarized in Fig. 11a-g and are presented for 339 
the experiment 1 in Fig. 3d, e and experiment 2 in Fig. 4d, e. Fig. 11e shows that pressure 340 
increases with decreasing temperature for experiments 1 and 2 and that this increase of internal 341 
gas pressure was sufficiently strong to reverse the decreasing saturation concentration in brine 342 
with decreasing temperature (Fig. 11f). At 1 atm the number of moles of dissolved gas decreases 343 
drastically with decreasing temperature (Fig. 11g). In this freezing pressure condition, the 344 
pressure increase outweighs the out-gassing effects of brine volume decrease (i.e. panel b) and of 345 
decreased of KH(T,S)air (i.e. panel d, salinity effect) resulting in a net increase of dissolved gas in 346 
brine with decreasing temperature (i.e. panel g). This increase in the thermodynamic capacity of 347 
brine for dissolved gases with decreasing temperature under freezing pressure causes the bubble 348 
to dissolve and potentially collapse (Fig. 11g). Mass balance calculations also show that although 349 
the number of moles of gas is nearly in all cases lower in the brine than in bubbles ( NBr sat:Nt 350 
<0.5,  Fig. 11g), the range of NBr sat:Nt values is considerably increased taking into account the 351 
pressure build-up effect (freezing pressure) as compared to the atmospheric pressure case (Fig. 352 
11g).  353 
If the change of bubble volume was solely linked to the total pocket volume reduction 354 
due to freezing brine, the relative change of bubble volume should follow the relative change of 355 
brine volume with temperature, that is the 1:1 relationship in Fig. 3c and Fig. 4c.  However, in 356 
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most experiments the change of bubble volume deviated from the 1:1 relationship (Fig. 3c and 357 
Fig. 4c). The additive effect of bulk air transfers from bubble to brine solution as a result of the 358 
modified steady-state air distribution between bubble and brine within the inclusion (as described 359 
in previous paragraph and in Fig. 11) further impacts the bubble volume. The magnitude of bulk 360 
gas transfer between bubble and brine within a discrete pocket depends on the competing effects 361 
of (i) increasing pressure promoting gas dissolution (in-gassing) and (ii) out-gassing favored by 362 
the concentration effect and salinity effect (i.e. decrease of KH(T,S)air) associated to the decrease of 363 
brine volume with decreasing temperature (Fig. 11). For example, in experiment 1 illustrated in 364 
Fig. 3a, it is only below -15°C that the in-gassing effect linked to the pressure increase (Fig. 3d, 365 
e) counterbalanced the out-gassing effect due to salinity effect and decreasing brine volume (Fig. 366 
3e). So, below -15°C, the rising freezing pressure increases the thermodynamic capacity of the 367 
brine for dissolved gas overcoming the chemically driven salinity effect and concentration effect, 368 
so that the bubble begins to lose moles of gas as they are forced back into the brine solution (Fig. 369 
3e). Similarly, in experiment 2 (Table 1, Fig. 4), the pressure increase in the bubble due to 370 
mechanical compression is large enough to overcome the out-gassing effect on the liquid brine 371 
caused by increased brine salinity and diminishing brine volume, and the gas is forced back into 372 
solution at each observed temperature, eventually causing the bubble to disappear, with its gas 373 
content entirely dissolving in the liquid brine (Fig. 4d, e). The mechanical compression due to 374 
freezing and the removal of the gas bubble content toward the brine solution by bulk gas transfer 375 
act in concert to reduce bubble volume with decreasing temperature and produce substantial 376 
deviation from the 1:1 relationship (Fig. 4c).  377 
In summary, our visual observations and calculations indicate that freezing pressure 378 
develops in sea ice, in addition to what is expected from surface tension effect when discrete 379 
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brine pockets are cooled, which causes bubble compression.  The bubble volume is reduced 380 
(Figs. 3 and 4) because gas is highly compressible while liquid brine is nearly completely 381 
incompressible. Secondly, because the thermodynamic capacity of the brine for dissolved gases 382 
increases with increasing pressure, bulk transfer of gas from the bubble into liquid brine could 383 
occur. This suggests that the increase of internal pressure within a discrete brine pocket driven by 384 
cooling must be accounted for in the computation of gas solubility in sea ice brine at a given 385 
temperature and salinity. 386 
4.3 Mechanical decompression during warming  387 
When discrete brine pockets are warmed, our observations of bubble nucleation and/or 388 
enlargement show that dissolved gases tend to migrate from the dissolved phase in liquid brine to 389 
the gas phase in air bubbles (Table 1 and Fig. 6a, c, Fig. 7a, c and Fig. 8a, e), despite the 390 
increased solubility of gas in brine with respect to atmospheric pressure as the temperature 391 
increases (Fig. 2b: dilution effect and salinity effect). Past studies (Tsurkikov, 1979; Perovich & 392 
Gow, 1996; Light et al., 2003) have suggested that the density difference between ice and liquid 393 
during melting would result in the formation of so-called "voids”. In fact, internal melting upon 394 
warming mechanically decompresses discrete brine pockets previously pressurized by cooling 395 
allowing gas bubble formation. Applying the same numerical iteration to the imaging results 396 
from the warming experiments as we did for the cooling experiments, we computed potential 397 
pressure decrease with increasing temperature for experiments 5 and 6 (Table 1, Fig. 6, 7 and 398 
11). In this case, we assumed that at the end of each warming sequence, the final pressure in the 399 
brine is 1 atm (Psol=1atm) and the bubble inner pressure is equivalent to that computed with the 400 
Laplace relationship (Eq. 4). As for the cooling experiments, the change of bubble volume in 401 
response to increasing temperature does not exactly follow the 1:1 relationship with the brine 402 
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volume (Fig. 6c and Fig. 7c). Decompression allowing mechanical expansion of the bubble also 403 
modifies the gaseous-aqueous equilibrium promoting a bulk transfer of gas from the brine to the 404 
bubble (out-gassing) as the reduced internal pressure forces gas out of solution. Simultaneously, 405 
the increase in brine volume with increasing temperature (dilution effect) promotes the 406 
dissolution of gas (in-gassing) (Fig. 1 and Fig 2b). For example, in experiment 6 (Fig. 7), above -407 
2°C, the brine volume increase and its associated salinity decrease act to dissolve gas into the 408 
brine (in-gassing), which counterbalances the out-gassing effect of the pressure decrease. The 409 
occurrence of gas transfer from the bubble to its surrounding brine reduces the response of 410 
bubble volume to the temperature increase (deviation from the 1:1 relationship) (Fig. 7c).  411 
We also observed the nucleation of bubbles upon warming in experiment 7 and 8 (Fig. 8), 412 
which started with a homogeneous brine liquid devoid of bubbles. As stated above, the warming 413 
should drive gas out of solution as the pressure decreases due to mechanical decompression. The 414 
thermal change and the associated melting happen without any nucleation in the liquid phase, 415 
meaning the brine becomes supersaturated as the pressure is reduced by the melting. At a certain 416 
supersaturation threshold necessary to activate the phase transition, and according to classical 417 
nucleation theory, a bubble nucleates and grows rapidly to reach its equilibrium volume (Fig. 8b, 418 
d). Similar nucleation processes were observed by Visagie (1969) during the decompression of 419 
freezing water droplets. Warming discrete brine inclusions with enclosed bubbles gradually 420 
enlarge and therefore gradually decompress, reducing their saturation concentration until they 421 
open and connect with the atmosphere and/or ocean, no longer acting as closed systems (Epstein 422 
and Plesset, 1950; Vreme et al., 2015).  423 
4.5 Potential inner pressure  424 
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Cooling discrete sea ice brine pockets have long been understood to undergo freezing 425 
pressure created by volume reduction, which for example is sufficiently high to create cracks and 426 
produce brine expulsion (Bennington, 1963; Knight, 1962). In this study, we calculate that the 427 
inner pressure of the observed discrete brine inclusions can range from 3 atm to 75 atm (Fig. 428 
11e). We note discrepancy in the ranges of pressure (Exp.1: 1atm <PBu<75 atm; Exp.5: 1atm 429 
<PBu<3.5 atm) observed in this work over similar temperature ranges (Exp.1: -21 ºC >T< -1ºC, 430 
Exp.5: -21 ºC >T< -7ºC), which we attribute to the importance of the initial conditions of each 431 
experiment. The computation of the total number of moles in these closed systems is based on 432 
the assumption that for cooling experiments the initial pressure of brine is 1 atm and the pressure 433 
inside of the bubble is equivalent to that computed with the Laplace relationship at the beginning 434 
of each sequence. While for warming experiments, we assumed that the final pressure of brine is 435 
1 atm and the pressure inside of the bubble is equivalent to that computed with the Laplace 436 
relationship at the end of each sequence. In cooling experiment 1 starting at -0.8°C, the pressure 437 
condition is probably very close to 1 atm, whereas for cooling experiment 2 or warming 438 
experiment 5 starting and finishing at -5 and -7°C, respectively, the pressure conditions are likely 439 
greater than 1 atm.  440 
The precise physical-chemical conditions responsible for bubble nucleation as in 441 
experiments 7 and 8 or the disappearance of bubbles as in experiments 2 and 4 clearly require 442 
further investigation. Studies on freezing pressure based on both experimental observations and 443 
theoretical results (King & Fletcher, 1973; Sigunov & Samylova, 2006; Visagie, 1969; 444 
Wildeman et al., 2017) demonstrated that the ice shells of frozen water drops are repeatedly able 445 
to sustain pressures of tens of atmospheres during freezing. Visagie (1969) and King and 446 
Fletcher (1983) reported pressures up to 70 bars (69.08 atm) inside 7 and 10 mm diameter water 447 
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drops freezing from the outside in. So, if no cracks appear in the inclusions, it is reasonable to 448 
expect that when brine inclusions cool and decrease in volume, their internal pressure increases 449 
well above 1 atm, affecting the solubility of gas in brine solution, and the variable partitioning of 450 
that gas between the dissolved and gaseous phases.  451 
Visagie (1969) and Sigunov and Samylova (2006) studied the effect of enclosed air 452 
bubbles on freezing pressure in freezing water drops.  They showed that the presence of air 453 
bubbles within the freezing water droplet prevented or delayed the development of high 454 
pressures in the liquid melt within an ice shell because the pressure increase was taken up by the 455 
bubble instead of the liquid due to the difference in compressibility of the two phases. Since 456 
water is almost incompressible (compressibility = 5×10-10 Pa-1, Fine and Millero, (1973)), only a 457 
small part of it has to freeze to result in an internal pressure increase (Wildeman et al., 2017). So 458 
it follows that if no bubble existed within the brine, the pressure increase due to freezing would 459 
be so strong than the brine pocket would rapidly crack. In the current computation of internal 460 
pressure, we assumed that the system was closed and that no crack appears, so that the total 461 
amount of salt and gas is constant in the system (brine+bubble), but it is possible that discrete 462 
brine pockets depressurize by cracking, which is the postulated mechanism for upward brine 463 
expulsion in new growing sea ice (Bennington, 1963; Knight, 1962). For example, Wildeman et 464 
al. (2017) observed the formation of cracks on pressurized ice shells and noticed the appearance 465 
of vapor cavities on their surfaces (Wildeman et al., 2017).  These cracks (Fig. 12a) indicate a 466 
sudden change from a high internal pressure to a lower internal pressure (Wildeman et al., 467 
2017).  We find evidence of cracks and cavities at the surface of some imaged brine inclusions 468 
(e.g. Fig. 12b), and suggest these are evidence of sudden reductions in pressure occurring in 469 
discrete sea ice brine pockets. Also, ice spicules are typical indicators of increased pressure 470 
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inside frozen droplets due to the expansion of the thickening ice shell (Fig 12a, b) (Wildeman et 471 
al., 2017), we find visual evidence of spicule-like formations protruding from a discrete brine 472 
pocket we imaged during our experiments (Figure 12b).  473 
4.6 Implication for gas exchange  474 
In the schematic model presented in Zhou et al. (2013) and Crabeck et al. (2014a), initial 475 
gas incorporation in sea ice preferentially occurs in the dissolved state (Va < 1%) in the bottom 476 
layer. The main transport mechanism in the bottom layer is brine drainage, given that the brine 477 
volume is commonly larger than the percolation threshold of 5% (Golden et al., 1998), and that 478 
the Rayleigh number (Ra) exceeds the threshold for the onset of convection (critical Rayleigh 479 
number (Rac) of 5 or 10 according to Vancoppenolle et al. (2010) and Notz and Worster (2008), 480 
respectively). Brine convection (i.e. brine drainage) is the main desalination process in sea ice 481 
(Eide & Martin, 1975; Lake & Lewis, 1970; Niedrauer & Martin, 1979; Notz & Worster, 2009; 482 
Oertling & Watts, 2004; Untersteiner, 1968; Weeks & Ackley, 1986). Conceivably, brine 483 
drainage also causes the loss of dissolved gas (Crabeck et al., 2016; Else et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 484 
2013); its capacity to do so depends on the partitioning of gas between the fraction present in 485 
bubbles and that dissolved in brine. Within the warmer sea ice bottom permeable layer, the 486 
rejection of dissolved gas into the underlying seawater by brine convection from large and 487 
connected brine channels maintains gas concentration close to saturation state. Simultaneously, 488 
convective cells trigger the formation of micro bubbles (Crabeck et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2013), 489 
which accumulate near the boundary between the warmer bottom permeable layer and the colder 490 
impermeable upper layer of sea ice due to their buoyancy. In the upper impermeable sea ice 491 
layer, the brine inclusions begin to disconnect from each other, forming discrete pockets.  These 492 
enclosed brine inclusions would become supersaturated with respect to air under progressive 493 
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cooling, assuming that the brine is at constant atmospheric pressure and a portion of the 494 
dissolved gas would outgas to gas bubbles (Crabeck et al. 2014a,b, 2016; Zhou et al. 2013).  495 
Our results show that cooling results in increased pressure in closed brine inclusions. 496 
Freezing pressure in discrete brine pockets compresses bubbles therein and increases the gas 497 
solubility within the brine, meaning that above the bottom permeable layer in sea ice the air 498 
volume fraction and the amount of gas trapped in bubbles is reduced. During warming, once 499 
discrete liquid brine pockets start to open and connect vertically, depressurization of this brine 500 
will force gas out of the solution, promote bubble nucleation, increase the volume of existing 501 
bubbles, and buoyancy will still favor rapid degassing to the atmosphere provided that the brine 502 
inclusions are sufficiently large and connected (as proposed earlier on in the literature, e.g. 503 
Moreau et al. (2014) and Zhou et al. (2013)). Overall, while salt and dissolved gases are mainly 504 
rejected downwards in the underlying water, nucleation of gas bubbles and their buoyancy-505 
driven vertical transport remain the main pathways of gas efflux from sea ice to the atmosphere. 506 
Finally, pressure changes may affect the thermodynamic regime of sea ice and other 507 
chemical equilibrium reactions than the aqueous-gaseous equilibrium investigated in this study. 508 
Preliminary results using FREZCHEM model (V13.3, Marion et al. a 2010) for pressure between 509 
1 and 100 atm showed that build-up pressure does not affect the brine freezing point and the 510 
thermodynamic regime of sea ice.   511 
5 Conclusions 512 
Our observations show decreased bubble volumes in discrete brine pockets during 513 
cooling, and increased bubble volumes in discrete brine pockets during warming. We have 514 
shown that changes of bubble volume are the physical manifestation of changes in the pressure 515 
regime within discrete brine inclusions as a function of temperature. 516 
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Freezing pressure builds up in cooled brine inclusions when they evolve as closed 517 
systems. This process results in bubble compression, lowering bubble volume since air is highly 518 
compressible and the liquid brine is not. Secondly, since the solubility of gas in brine increases 519 
with increasing pressure, this higher inner pressure allows the liquid brine to hold more dissolved 520 
gas than it would at atmospheric pressure. As a result, net bulk diffusion of gas from the bubble 521 
into the liquid brine occurs.  522 
Inversely, depressurization during warming enables nucleation processes and forces gas 523 
out of solution from the liquid brine. These considerations suggest that the use of Henry’s Law at 524 
constant atmospheric pressure is inadequate to predict the gas saturation state in discrete brine 525 
inclusions. Mass balance calculations show that although the number of moles of gas is nearly 526 
always higher in the bubbles, the number of moles of gas in bubbles is considerably reduced 527 
taking into account the effect of freezing pressure as compared to the atmospheric pressure case. 528 
We have also shown that surface tension effects due to the bubble shape create a 529 
supplementary inner pressure in the bubble, compared to a “flat interface” case. From our 530 
observations of relative changes in bubble volume, we however show that this effect is relatively 531 
minor compared to the effect of freezing pressure in a closed system. 532 
 Prediction of the gas state (dissolved in brine or gaseous in bubbles) in discrete sea ice 533 
brine inclusions is important because the vertical transport pathways in sea ice for gas bubbles 534 
and dissolved gases are radically different. Dissolved gas in brine tends to be rejected into the 535 
underlying ocean by brine drainage. If gases are mainly present in sea ice as bubbles, then the 536 
removal of gas from sea ice to the underlying ocean will be moderated by the buoyancy-driven 537 
upward migration and accumulation of gas bubbles towards the ice-atmosphere interface. On the 538 
other hand, if the gaseous phase in sea ice is reduced or eliminated by freezing pressure, the 539 
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efficiency of gas exchange with the atmosphere as bubble release during sea ice warming may be 540 
affected.  541 
This work demonstrates the occurrence of strong pressure increase in discrete brine 542 
inclusions due to mechanical compression during freezing, with further decompression of 543 
inclusions during warming. It also demonstrates that this must be taken into account when 544 
investigating equilibrium reactions in sea ice, such as gas solubility investigated in this study. 545 
The evidence of pressure build-up in enclosed brine inclusions opens new avenues for sea ice 546 
research since pressure changes could potentially modify the physical and chemical properties of 547 
brine and interactions with air-sea ice-ocean exchanges.  548 
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Caption table  733 
Table 1. Change in brine (ΔVBr) and bubble (ΔVBu) volumes between the initial and final 734 
temperatures for each of the individual brine inclusions described in this study, expressed in liter 735 
(L) and in % of the initial volume. 736 
 737 
Caption figures  738 
Figure 1. (a) Brine volume and brine salinity evolution with decreasing temperatures computed 739 
using the state equations of Cox and Week (1983) and brine freezing point equation from Notz 740 
and Worster (2009), respectively. (b) Equilibrium concentration in µmol L-1 of O2 ([O2]sat), N2 741 
([N2]sat), Ar, ([Ar]sat), and air ([Air]sat  as the sum of [O2]sat ,[N2]sat  and [Ar]sat in brine solution 742 
defined by Henry’s Law (Eq.1) for atmospheric standard condition (Pair= PAr + PO2 + PN2 =1 743 
=0.01+0.21+0.78 in atm). Solubility coefficient (KH(T,S)) in  µmol L-1 atm-1 is computed after 744 
Garcia and Gordon (1992) for O2 and Hamme and Emerson (2004) for N2 and Ar.  (c) The 745 
number of moles of gas that can be dissolved in brine solution at Henry’s equilibrium for 746 
atmospheric standard condition using Eq.2.  747 
 748 
 Figure 2. Response of physical and chemical parameters involved in the aqueous–gaseous 749 
equilibrium to temperature variations in enclosed brine inclusions at constant atmospheric 750 
pressure. VBr is the brine volume in L, S is the absolute amount of salt in the inclusion in grams, 751 
SBr is the observed brine salinity in g L-1of brine. NBr is the absolute number of dissolved moles 752 
of gas in the inclusion and CBr is the observed dissolved gas concentration in brine in mol L-1 of 753 
brine. Since the brine pocket is treated as a closed system S and NBr are constant across 754 
temperatures while SBr and CBr vary with the change brine volume (solvent volume in L). CBr sat 755 
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and NBr sat are the predicted concentration of dissolved gas (O2, N2 and Ar) and absolute number 756 
of moles of gas (O2, N2 and Ar) at Henry’s equilibrium, respectively.  757 
 758 
Figure 3. (a) Microphotographs of cooling experiment 1 clearly show decreases in discrete brine 759 
pocket size with decreasing temperature and simultaneous decrease in size of a bubble contained 760 
therein. (b) Relative volume change DV (in %) from initial stage of both the discrete brine pocket 761 
and its contained bubble with decreasing temperature computed from the images presented in (a). 762 
(c) Relative changes in bubble volume vs. relative changes in brine volume (dotted line is the 1:1 763 
relationship). (d) Bubble inner pressure (PBu(T)) and Henry’s constant (KH(T,S)air) with decreasing 764 
temperature. (e) The number of moles of gas dissolved in brine (NBr sat:Nt) and in the air bubble 765 
(NBu:Nt) as a fraction of the total number of moles in the closed brine + bubble system with 766 
decreasing temperature (see text for details of computation).  767 
 768 
Figure 4. (a) Microphotographs of cooling experiment 2 clearly show decreases in discrete brine 769 
pocket size with decreasing temperature and simultaneous decrease in size of a bubble contained 770 
therein, which eventually disappears. (b) Relative volume change DV (in %) from initial stage of 771 
both the discrete brine pocket and its contained bubble with decreasing temperature computed 772 
from the images presented in (a). (c) Relative changes in bubble volume vs. relative changes in 773 
brine volume, (dotted line is the 1:1 relationship, the red line is fitted line using linear 774 
regression).  (d) Bubble inner pressure (PBu(T)) and Henry’s constant (KH(T,S)air) with decreasing 775 
temperature. (e) The number of moles of gas dissolved in brine (NBr sat:Nt) and in air bubble 776 
(NBu:Nt) as a fraction of the total number of moles in the closed brine + bubble system with 777 
decreasing temperature. 778 
 779 
 Figure 5. (a) Microphotographs of a cooling experiments 3 and 4 clearly showing decreases in 780 
discrete brine pocket size with decreasing temperature and simultaneous decrease in size of a 781 
bubble contained therein (upper and lower in each image), which eventually disappear. (b) 782 
Relative volume change DV (in %) from initial stage of both the discrete brine pocket and its 783 
contained bubble with decreasing temperature computed from the images presented in (a) for the 784 
bubbles. Because of irregular size of the associated brine inclusions, the theoretical brine volume 785 
changes from Cox and Weeks (1983) is shown, instead of the image-measured values.  786 
 787 
Figure 6. (a) Microphotographs of warming experiment 5 clearly showing increases in discrete 788 
brine pocket size with increasing temperature and simultaneous enlargement of a bubble 789 
contained therein. (b) Relative volume change DV (in %) from initial stage of both the discrete 790 
brine pocket and its contained bubble with increasing temperature computed from the images 791 
presented in (a). (c) Relative changes in bubble volume vs. relative changes in brine volume 792 
(dotted line is the 1:1 relationship). (d) Bubble inner pressure (PBu(T)) and Henry’s constant 793 
(KH(T,S)air) with increasing temperature. (e) The number of moles of gas dissolved in brine (NBr 794 
sat:Nt) and in air bubble (NBu:Nt) as a fraction of the total number of moles in the closed brine + 795 
bubble system with increasing temperature (see text for details of computation). 796 
 797 
Figure 7. (a) Microphotographs of warming experiment 6 clearly showing increases in discrete 798 
brine pocket size with increasing temperature and simultaneous enlargement of a bubble 799 
contained therein. (b) Relative volume change DV (in %) from initial stage of both the discrete 800 
brine pocket and its contained bubble with increasing temperature computed from the images 801 
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presented in (a). (c) Relative changes in bubble volume vs. relative changes in brine volume, 802 
(dotted line is the 1:1 relationship, the red line is fitted using linear regression). (d) Bubble inner 803 
pressure (PBu(T)) and Henry’s constant (KH(T,S)air) with increasing temperature. (e) The number of 804 
moles of gas dissolved in brine (NBr sat:Nt) and in air bubble (NBu:Nt) as a fraction of the total 805 
number of moles in the closed brine + bubble system with increasing temperature. 806 
 807 
Figure 8. (a) Selected microphotographs of warming experiments 7 and 8, which show change in 808 
the size of brine pockets with increasing temperature from -21°C to -5°C. (b) Selected 809 
microphotographs in time series (t = 0.0s to t = 4.8s) at a constant temperature of -5°C following 810 
on from the warming shown in (a) showing the nucleation of bubbles in the upper brine pocket at 811 
t = 0.5s and in lower brine pocket at t = 3.7s, as well as their enlargement with time. The two last 812 
panels of (a) are the first and last panels of (b), as shown by the time signature. (c) Relative 813 
volume change DV (in %) of the upper and lower discrete brine pockets with increasing 814 
temperature computed from the images presented in (a). (d) Relative change of brine and bubble 815 
volume as a function of time during the microphotographic time series shown in (b) over 4.8 816 
seconds at a constant temperature of -5°C. (e) Brine volume increase compared with the bubble 817 
volume increase during the 4.8 second sequence shown in (b) at -5 °C.  818 
Figure 9. (a) Surface tension of the brine (γBr, N m-1) extrapolated from Sharqawy et al., (2010) 819 
(Eq. 6) as a function of the brine freezing point and brine salinity from Notz and Worster (2009) 820 
for the range of temperature and brine salinity observed in this study. (b) The relationship 821 
between the bubble radius from experiments 1 to 9 and Laplace pressure for γ  = 0.076 N m-1 822 
(surface tension of sea water) and γBr (T,S) after Sharqawy et al., (2010) (Eq. 6). The change of 823 
bubble radius controls the development of Laplace pressure while the change of γBr  in (a) with  824 
brine salinity and temperature has a negligible effect.  825 
Figure 10. (a) The internal pressure of individual bubbles derived from the Laplace relationship 826 
(Eq. 4) using observed bubble radii and g(T,S) (Eq.6) for each of our experiments. (b) The air 827 
saturation concentration in brine solution defined by Henry’s Law (Eq.1) as [air]sat = PBu  X 828 
KH(T,S)air for atmospheric standard condition (PBu= PAr + PO2 + PN2 =0.01+0.21+0.78=1=Psol) and 829 
for Laplace relationship (PBu = Psol + 2𝛾/r) in experiment 1. The pressure increase allows for 830 
more gas to dissolve in the brine (vertical displacement of the curve in panel (b)), but the amount 831 
of dissolved air in brine at equilibrium with the air bubble still decreases with decreasing 832 
temperature as a result of the air solubility (KH(T,S)air) decreasing with increasing salinity (shape 833 
of the curve stay unchanged). (c) The fraction of moles of gas in air bubble (NBu:Nt) and 834 
dissolved in brine (NBr sat:Nt) in experiment 1 as a function of the temperature for constant 835 
atmospheric conditions (open symbols) and considering Laplace pressure relationship (filled 836 
symbols). The decrease in KH(T,S)air and VBr with decreasing temperature reduces the ability of 837 
brine for dissolved gases and promotes out-gassing at both constant and Laplace pressure. 838 
 839 
Figure 11. (a) Temperature ranges for cooling experiments 1 and 2, and warming experiments 5 840 
and 6. (b) Bubble (Bu) and brine (Br) inclusion volumes at cooling and warming intervals shown 841 
in (a). (c) Brine salinity (Sbr) in the four experiments as affected by reduced temperature (i.e. 842 
panel a). (d) KH(T,S)air, the Henry’s Law solubility coefficient for brine. Note the decrease in 843 
KH(T,S)air despite decreasing temperature due to the increase of brine salinity (i.e. panel c). (e) The 844 
internal bubble pressure computed iteratively, PBu(T) (i.e. the freezing pressure). (f) The gas 845 
saturation concentration in brine at cooling and warming intervals shown in panel (a) computed 846 
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using Eq.1 for P = 1 atm (white bars) and for P = PBu(T) from panel (e) (i.e. plain blue bars = 847 
freezing pressure). Using 1 atm, the saturation concentration in brine decreases with decreasing 848 
temperature due to the decrease of KH(T,S)air (see panel d). Using increasing freezing pressure 849 
(PBu(T) shown in (e), the saturation concentration increased with decreasing temperature for each 850 
of the four experiments. (g) The number of moles of dissolved gas in liquid brine as fraction of 851 
the total number of moles in the closed brine + bubble system at cooling and warming intervals 852 
at 1 atm pressure (white bars) and under the freezing pressure conditions (blue bars, pressures 853 
shown in (e)), 𝑁"#	5&' = (𝐾+(,,%)&.#	×	𝑃"3)𝑉"#. At 1 atm the number of moles of dissolved gas 854 
decreases drastically with decreasing temperature. However, increased freezing pressure 855 
overcomes the effect of brine volume decrease (i.e. panel b) and decreased KH(T,S)air (i.e. panel d) 856 
resulting in a net increase of dissolved gas in brine with decreasing temperature causing the 857 
bubble to lose gas to solution in brine and creates the potential for bubble collapse 858 
 859 
Figure 12. (a) Cracks, ice spicules and cavitation on the ice shell of an inward freezing water 860 
droplet reproduced from Wildeman et al. (2017). (b) Example of cracks, ice spicules and cavities 861 



































Table:  895 
Exp. Sequence  Temp (∘C) Event   VBu (L) VBr (L) 
ΔV (%)   
ΔVBu ΔVBr 
1 Cooling 
Ti -0.8   Vi 2.1 10-11 4.5 10-10 
-98 -96 
Tf -21   Vf 2.9 10 -13 2.1 10 -11 
2 Cooling 
Ti -5 Bubble 
collapses at -
10 
Vi 3.7 10-11 5.9 10-10 
-100 -60 
Tf -11 Vf 0 2.4 10-10 
3 Cooling 
Ti -15 Bubble 
collapses at -
21 
Vi 2.7 10-12 Na 
-100 Na 
Tf -21 Vf 0 Na 
4 Cooling 
Ti -15 Bubble 
collapses at -
21 
Vi 2.7 10-11 Na 
-100 Na 




Vi 4.7 10-12 5.7 10 -11 
273 315 




Vi 1.8 10-12 1.1 10-10 
431 225 
Tf -1 Vf 7.8 10-12 2.4 10-10 
7 Warming  
Ti -21 Bubble appears 
at -5 
Vi 0 5.7 10-9 
>100 270 
Tf -5 Vf 4.5 10-10 1.5 10-8 
8 Warming  
Ti -21 Bubble appears 
at -5 
Vi 0 1.5 10-10 
>100 380 
Tf -5 Vf 7.1 10-11 5.7 10-10 
9 Cooling 
Ti -5 Bubble 
collapses at -
11 
Vi 2.2 10-10 3.6 10-9 
-100 -60 
Tf -12 Vf 0 1.4 10-9 
 896 
 897 







Figures:  905 
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Figure 2  941 
b.








↓SBr = S/↑VBr , ↓ CBr= NBr/↑VBr
(close system: the number of gram of salt, S 
and the number of mole of gas N is constant)
Solubility effect 
↑KH(T,S)
↑T increase ↓KH(T) But ↑SBr decrease ↑KH(s)
Net : ↓KH(T) < ↑↑KH(s) = ↑KH(T,S)
Constant pressure (1atm) 
• ↑CBr sat =[↑K#(%,')	x	P]
• ↑-./	012= [	↓K#(%,') 	x	P] ↑V56










↑SBr = S/↓VBr , ↑CBr = NBr/↓VBr
(close system: the number of gram of salt, S 
and the number of mole of gas NBr is constant)
Solubility effect 
↓ KH(T,S)
↓T increase ↑KH(T) But ↑SBr decrease ↓KH(s)
Net : ↑KH(T) < ↓↓ KH(s) = ↓ KH(T,S)
Constant pressure (1atm) 
• ↓ CBr sat =[↓K#(%,')	x	P]
•↓-./	012 = [	↓K#(%,') 	x	P] ↓V56
=> SURSATURATION  ↓7./	012 << ↑CBr
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b.                                            c. d. e.




























LBr =63,Br= 10.4 µm













































































NBu : Nt at Laplace
NBu : Nt at PBu(T)
NBr sat : Nt at Laplace
NBr sat : Nt at PBu(T)
KH(S,T)
PBu(T)
b.                                            c. d. e.















































































NBu : Nt at Laplace
NBu : Nt at PBu(T)
NBr sat : Nt at Laplace
NBr sat : Nt at PBu(T)
KH(S,T)
PBu(T)
b.                                            c. d. e.
NBr 	sat = (KH(T,S)air	×	PBu )VBr
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b.                                            c. d. e.
Brine Bubble PBu(T) KH(T,S)air
-5°C -7°C -9°C -10 °C -11°C
a. Cooling experiment 2
Bu =20.5µm
LBr =144,  Br =36µm
Bu =0





















































































NBu : Nt at Laplace
NBu : Nt at PBu(T)
NBr sat : Nt at Laplace
NBr sat : Nt at PBu(T)
KH(S,T)
PBu(T)
b.                                            c. d. e.















































































NBu : Nt at Laplace
NBu : Nt at PBu(T)
NBr sat : Nt at Laplace
NBr sat : Nt at PBu(T)
KH(S,T)
PBu(T)
b.                                            c. d. e.
NBr 	sat = (KH(T,S)air	×	PBu )VBr
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Figure 6  982 
 983 
 984 


















































































b.                                            c. d. e.
Brine Bubble PBu(T) KH(T,S)air
-21°C 50 µm -14°C 50 µm -10°C 50 µm -7°C 50 µm
a. Warming experiment 5
Bu =10.4µm
LBr = 86,  Br =15µm
Bu =14.5µm



















































































NBu : Nt at Laplace
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NBr sat : Nt at Laplace
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NBu : Nt at Laplace
NBu : Nt at PBu(T)
NBr sat : Nt at Laplace
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KH(S,T)
PBu(T)
b.                                            c. d. e.
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b.                                            c. d. e.
Brine Bubble PBu(T) KH(T,S)air
-4°C -3°C -2°C50 µm 50 µm 50 µm
Warming experiment  6
Bu =7.5µm
LBr =100,  Br =18.5µm
a. 
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NBr sat : Nt at Laplace
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NBu : Nt at Laplace
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b.                                            c. d. e.
NBr	sat = (KH( T,S)air 	×	PBu)VBr
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Figure 10  1022 
Laplace relationship 
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Figure 12  1026 
 1027 
-13	C
a. b. 
Cavitation	
Crack
50	μm
spicule	
